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IBN NATIONAL UPDATE
Throughout 2021 the domestic building industry has had to battle not only
Covid restrictions but also price rises, delays in supply, and a shortage
of subcontractors. With antiquated contract legislation in all states,
builders are unable to pass on costs to their clients meaning that many
builds are being completed with little to no margin for the builder. Fixed
price contracts are a burden to the industry and need to be addressed
immediately.
It has never been more important to ensure that you are forward planning
all your projects. This means regular communication with suppliers and
your trades and most importantly communicating with your clients.
Over the last 6 months the Independent Builders Network has written
to the Federal Minister, spoken to the state ministers in Queensland and
Victoria on both sides of politics and tabled the issues that the industry is
having to face. We have discussed the inadequacy of the legislation around
domestic building contracts and the need for urgent revision.
We have also tabled the need for some form of ﬁnancial government
support to help supplement the lost margins over the last 12 months.
However, all we have seen from elected representatives are that they are
very good listeners but very poor in actioning anything.
As we juggle all of these issues, we are now being asked to incorporate into
our business the National Construction Code changes that are expected to
be adopted in September 2022. The four major recommendations being:
•

Accessible housing mandatory provisions for all new homes and
apartments

•

Energy Eﬃciency stringency (7 star and whole of house assessment)
increase

•

More stringent condensation provisions.

•

Signiﬁcant amount of Australian Standards being amended

It is expected that some of this will be adopted in September while others
maybe transitioned over a period. The timing of these changes adds
further strain on the industry through increased costs too and the need for
more training. Although we see the beneﬁts, the timing of the introduction
should be reassessed.
We are all hoping that we will see some light at the end of the tunnel in
2022, but believe we still have some hurdles to get over before we get back
to some form of normality.
As we approach Christmas it will be time to spend more time with family
and friends and we wish you, your family and staﬀ a very safe Christmas.
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IBN BUILDER OF THE MONTH AWARDS
MARCH 2021, WARWICK, QLD

ROSE CITY CONSTRUCTIONS - ADAM NIELSEN
As an early adopter of accessible housing and construction Adam Nielsen has also been a strong
advocate of disability housing. In his early years with the Independent Builders Network Adam, supported in a
mentoring role by Kevin Renwick undertook his first large scale commercial job in the construction of a new childcare
centre.
In Warwick and its surrounds Adam has seen the opportunities that are on offer and is in the process of including
disability housing into his range of product offerings as he is now qualified to undertake home modification for NDIS
housing after completing his training.
Always looking at the opportunities on offer and being prepared to pivot his business in a changing environment
Adam is the NDIS specialist of IBN. On a side note, Adam is also becoming an expert in smoking meat with an array of
smoking boxes and barbeques at his house. At a recent visit there were at least 5 with Adam suggesting that there will
be another to be purchased.
We congratulate Adam for his ongoing support of the Independent Builders Network and congratulate him on winning
the March builder of the month.

APRIL 2021, BRIGHT, VIC

HOFBUILD PTY LTD - ROB HOFBAUER
There is no question that Rob Hofbauer is a true Quiet Achiever, amongst the Independent Builders
Network.
As a long-term member of IBN, Hofbuild has grown its size and reputation as a quality builder.
Nestled in the foothills of the Victorian Alpine region, Rob and his team have become prolific builders of IBN designs
and modified designs.
With the ability to build on most types of blocks and modify IBN standard designs to suit, Hofbuild incorporates energy
efficiency to accommodate the changing climate and is well known for his quality finishes. Rob has successfully worked
with the IBN plans with James Hardie Scyon products and has produced amazing results with such aesthetically
pleasing facades all through his own development.
With a fruitful long-term relationship with Gerard Gray of Dickens Real Estate, Rob has established himself as the
builder of choice in his area.
Supported by his partner Helen, Rob and his team have worked hard to establish themselves in and around Bright.
We congratulate Rob and Helen for their ongoing support of the Independent Builders Network and congratulate them
on winning this month’s builder of the month.
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MAY 2021, WARRNAMBOOL, VIC

OWEN BUILT HOMES - CHRIS OWEN
As a multi award winner with the Independent Builders Network, it’s never a surprise that Chris and
Anna Owen and their awesome team at Owen Built, step up to receive another. This time it’s not
due to their volume of houses delivered, marketing prowess or professionalism that has given them the kudos but
their generosity and their amazing staff who have absolutely delivered.
This year for the first time since Covid hit our shores, the traditional IBN Zone Meeting took place. Our Zone Meetings
are what sets IBN apart from Franchises and other builders where our Members get together and work through
problems, share ideas and basically teach each other how to become the best builder in their own town. As our
Members do not compete with each other, these meetings are extremely important for them as it gives the IBN Builder
an edge over other Builders in their respective home towns.
This year with a difference, being one of our largest Builders, Chris and Anna Owen offered their services and their
Staff to provide training to the smaller builders and show the latest in estimation, GeoSite IT*, colour selections and
sales administration.
Aaron Shiells who does so much at Owen Built and whom is really the most under the pump with the current workload
resulting from booming house sales, was paramount in providing the above-mentioned training.
Aaron has been a great supporter of the IBN Networking and alongside Chris, Anna and Tara Owen, he has always
been available to give support to fellow IBN Members. After the training provided by Owen Built the inclusive zone
meeting concentrated on current building material shortage challenges which were met with robust discussions and
plenty of wonderful ideas coming from fellow Members and IBN Head Office pushing consideration for alternative
building materials that can see new homes delivered.
Having some IBN Members come from over 3-hours away to attend this training was testament to our Members
striving to improve and it doesn’t come as any surprise that the epicentre of professional development from within
came from Warrnambool, one of the furthest IBN outposts in regional Victoria.
We not only congratulate, but thank Chris and Anna for providing their premises and their services in such busy times,
this goes above the call of any Member and as a public show of appreciation, we acknowledge the whole Owen Built
Homes team as our Builder of the Month.

JUNE 2021, IPSWICH, QLD

FRUITION HOMES - MICHEAL FISHER
Not just being content with facing the daunting task of designing and building a dynamic new
display home, Micheal and Matilda have both been working hard behind the scenes to ensure this
exciting new showpiece effectively hits the mark.
Matilda has made a concerted effort to make anyone who visits their Adaptable Living Burleigh, feel right at home with
astute colour selections, furnishing and finish to the home. Not bad for the Mum to four boys under the age of 5 years
(including triplets!) who you would excuse for having a lot on her plate!
(Continued on next page)
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Micheal on the other hand has built a display home of such good quality it would be more than at home in a major
display village despite it sitting on its own at QM Developments’ “The Village” Estate in Bundamba.
This home has been adapted from IBN’s Executive Range of homes – designed for narrow blocks – and has
encompassed the components that would make it qualify for the Australian Livable Housing Guideline’s Gold Level.
The design and finished product has been certified as Improved Liveabilty under the NDIS Specialist Disability
Accommodation Design Standards.
This is no mean feat as being on a fairly narrow block this is very challenging to meet the requirements of the ALHG.
With the National Construction Code being introduced in 2022, these designs will be well ahead of the curve when it
comes to designing homes for the young family, the elderly or those living with a disability in mind.
Many in the building industry are nervous about making this as the new standard but with our IBN Members, and in
particular Mick and Matilda Fisher, this is definitely not a challenge in any way. Any visitors to the display home have
certainly never been short of kind words regarding the space afforded to this comfortable design.
We welcomed Chris Grice, General Manager of National Seniors Australia as well as Margaret Ward from the Australian
Network for Universal Design, who are both advocates for accessible housing, to come along for the formal opening.
Both remarked at how advanced the IBN Members were in providing this sort of housing and we had a handy secret
weapon in Mick and Matilda, who are very much keen to build these homes.
We are thankful for the Fishers being so forward thinking and personifying the IBN ethos. Congratulations on winning
our National Builder of the Month Award.

JULY 2021, HAMILTON, VIC

DONEHUE’S BUILDERS - WAYNE DONEHUE
At IBN we often see our longstanding Members go through a degree of succession planning which is
a fantastic example of the multi-generational family businesses that can represent our brand.
These aren’t always black and white and sometimes it’s not always the traditional Father-Son transition that we see but
now more than ever it can be Father-Daughter and with our Western Victorian stalwart, Wayne Donehue, he’s bringing
nephew Tyler Hards, in to the business with a view to take on the reigns when in future Wayne decides to hang up the
nail bag.
Tyler has worked diligently and relentlessly to learn all facets of the business with on site work and facing the difficult
challenges of running the office which in this day and age has never been more difficult nor stressful. Wayne and Tyler
have attended all IBN Professional Development Days, whether online or in person and have also attended training
provided by fellow members, notably the recent Estimating training provided by Owen Built Manager, Aaron Shiells.
Tyler has also worked closely with IBN head office and really capitalising on the benefits provided by their membership
which gives Builders direct access to Business Training, Marketing support and the wide array of floor plans that are
suitable for regional blocks.
Donehue’s Builders have been a long-term consistent Builder Member of the IBN and with Tyler’s hard work they are
now being recognised as a strong player in the vibrant regional housing market. With the backing of a dynamic South
Grampian Shire who are a major supporter of the Push for the Bush and who themselves have been driving migration
to the area, the future is very strong for Wayne and his family and their successful Family Business.
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AUG 2021, MUNRUBEN, QLD

PROTEGO HOMES - AARON EDWARDS
There are many words that describe the attributes of this month’s winner of the builder of the month.
Aaron Edwards of Protego Homes, Brisbane South, has been a very proactive member of the Independent Builders
Network since joining in early 2020. Coming from a large project building company he is now setting the platform to
build his own successful building business.
Showing amazing initiative and true networking support for his fellow Members, Aaron has just set up his own factory
manufacturing his own frames and hopes to build on this over the next year. Thinking outside the box Aaron continues
to look at alternatives to traditional business to business relationships and is open to share his opportunities with
other members of the network.
Aaron is always open to taking a call from other members to impart his experiences and wisdom and has proven to
be very inclusive with the members of the network sharing his opportunities. His strong duel branding, attendance at
Professional Development days and attendance at homes shows sets an example for others.
We thank Aaron for his ongoing support of the Independent Builders Network and congratulate them on winning this
month’s builder of the month.

SEPT 2021, COHUNA, VIC

OT MCLOUGHLAN BUILDERS - OWEN MCLOUGHLAN
The wonderful Team at OT McLoughlan Builders, multiple award winners with IBN, never rest on
their laurels nor do they fail to flow and grow with the times when challenges hit. Of course we’re
no strangers to the Family make up with Kathy Easton managing brother Owen McLoughlan’s office, who had won the
Independent Builders’ Network’s inaugural Community Spirit Award and over the years many other Builders of the
Months and Master Builder Association kudos for their building excellence.
Having to make changes to the way they have done business recently has been a backbone of all successful businesses
in all industries that have been hit with massive hurdles to even remain in business yet Cohuna’s finest Builder has
more than risen to the test of the strongest. We have always been grateful to Kath’s diligent Job Cost Control and how
Kath has put her hand up to assist fellow Members in the Network and that has always been acknowledged at every
opportunity we can get. However, this time we are acknowledging the Company’s joint collaboration with teaming up
with Swan Hill business, Equipment Solutions Plus (ESP) in preparing tender work for the local Government Agencies’
requirement for new facilities built within the Gannawarra Shire.
Whilst many home builders are set in a rut with combatting never before seen price rises that eroded much needed
profit margins, lack of building materials globally and the dry up of trades people whilst supposedly enjoying a boom
like never before, you would excuse this Northern Victoria Builder to sit back on his laurals and ride out the tough
period. But no, Owen and his wonderful Team have managed to rise to another level and whilst also handing over
stylish and well-finished homes to local and new clients to the area, they have also worked on Civil projects for the local
population to enjoy parks and other facilities for the Gannawarra Shire.
We’re grateful for OT McLoughlan’s support to their fellow Members, the community and their efforts for our Push
for the Bush which promoted regional Living to Melbourne clients and hope that the wonderful Members of the OT
McLoughlan Team continue their great work!
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OCT 2021, BENDIGO, VIC

PAUL CRAWFORD BUILDER
As a fourth-generation builder, Paul Crawford has been constructing homes in the Bendigo area for
over 35 years.
Being a long-term member of the Independent Builders Network, Paul has demonstrated that he is a quality builder
who with his experience, reliability and commitment is always out to satisfy his clients.
Paul has created a reputation in the Bendigo and surrounds that has generated a lot of very happy customers, many of
which have come back to build their next home. This can be evidenced by the testimonials on his website from clients
that he has received over the years.
Paul has always been open to support his fellow members with assisting to create solutions for impending problems.
He has over the years also been a great referee for IBN and has always been open to take a call to any potential builder
on our behalf. Over the time of his membership, he has been a strong advocate for utilising the Independent Builders
Network plans with his clients as part of his selling practice. Paul has built many of the plans that are on offer and
continues to build them as is, or on a modified basis.
One of the great strengths of the man is his commitment to his family. With his lovely wife Lindy, he has always been
there to support his parents, in-laws and his children. He has very strong family values which are to be admired by all.
We thank Paul for his ongoing support of the Independent Builders Network and congratulate him on winning this
month’s builder of the month.

Moody cool
The depth of colour in COLORBOND steel Basalt
Matt conveys a true sense of drama and sophistication.
Timeless, refined and striking all at once. Co-ordinated
with light timbers, rich foliage and warm light, Basalt
Matt provides an exciting foundation for a stunning finish.
Whether it’s colour, finish or the freedom to create,
COLORBOND steel Matt provides you with the
flexibility to realise your design vision.
Visit COLORBOND.COM/MATT or call 1800 702 764

COLORBOND and the BlueScope brand mark and colour names
are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited. 2019
BlueScope Steel Limited ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.
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WOMEN IN BUSINESS
Continuing our Zoom get togethers from last year has been
one of those meetings that I actually really look forward to
with so many dynamic Women being a part of our group.
Whilst the last two years have certainly thrown their trials
up, and still continually challenge us, it’s refreshing to spend
time with other Mums or Partners who are either running
Family Businesses and their Families at the same time and
are coping with stresses coming on all fronts.
And speaking of dynamic Women on those fronts we were
enthralled by Cooma IBN Member, Kirsty Salvestro (LLB) who
is married to Ricky and as isolated Members, we are grateful
for the Zoom to be able to hear her recent stories which
continue to blow us away.
After writing in the last IBNsider on how Kirsty and Ricky took
on the Kokoda Track to raise money for the Bears of Hope
Pregnancy and Infant Loss Support in which they raised over
$13,500 for the charity.
Kirsty as you may be aware, is a Family Law Practitioner,

On top of this, Kirsty announced she had been nominated as

Mediator, Coach and now Author and has gained accolades

finalist in the Lawyers Weekly Women in Law Awards 2021

for her work in facilitating peaceful separations. This year

as “Sole Practitioner of the Year” and this coincided for the

Kirsty was awarded the Family Law Peacemaker of the Year

IBN Zoom and no doubt came as a wonderful surprise for

Award at the Dispute Resolution Centre Annual Awards and

Kirsty and Ricky. This award gets announced on the 25th

it is a fantastic outcome for the hard work Kirsty puts in.

of November, prior to the launch of our Newsletter and we

Earlier this year Kirsty released her book, “What Are We

know Kirsty is very honoured to be featured with many great

Fighting For” and in this she teaches the peaceful pathway to

talented other Candidates and we all wish her well.

an amicable and jointly winning outcomes of:
•

Staying calm

With such a busy year nearly behind us and Zone Meetings

•

Preparation

and Conferences to look forward to in 2022, we will be

•

Gathering

holding the WIB Forums later in the first quarter of next year

•

Exploring

and I look forward to hosting yourselves along with many

•

Negotiation

more dynamic Women and invite all Women involved with

•

And through all of this hopefully a Resolve

IBN Members at any level to join us.

IBN HOME SHOWS
The September 2021 Brisbane Home Show was a wellattended aﬀair, despite all the concerns about whether
or not it would actually happen. We weren’t sure what to
expect, especially as the March version was held in the
middle of the Homebuilder frenzy.
There was the usual level of renovation inquiry and a
lot of time was spent educating people on building cost
increases, but overall there seemed to be a relatively high
percentage of new build inquiry from potential clients that
had access to land.
Your Home, Your Builder
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2021 SALES AND MARKETING REPORT:
A BOOM WITHOUT PROFIT
As I read last year’s annual marketing review I finished off

Unfortunately, in Victoria this fell on deaf ears with what

my report with the positive news that our Builder Members

was once a necessary industry, we were now under our own

were inundated with work and with much confidence, it

lockdown and the draconian rules stymied both building

appeared the worst was over with the Covid-19 public

sites and building businesses, mainly Mum & Dad ones,

lockdowns seemingly behind us.

with what could have had horrible outcomes for clients and
business owners alike.

Not even in my wildest nightmares could I have envisaged
what our Members and their clients would be going through

So to say that 2021 had challenges like no other, is certainly

in 2021 with so many things conspiring to work against us

not hyperbole and it is again, we look to the new year in

delivering the quality homes that all of us are renowned for?

order to capitalise on the boom that still exists, albeit with
the prospect of materials finally coming through and some

If it was lack of land availability, it was soon a lack of timber,

sort of restraint on the price increases that accompany

then other materials and then massive price rises the like

them?

never seen before in the building industry on any scale! All
of this with contracted pricing that was unable to be varied

The Positives

for the majority of us and all of a sudden the boom of many

Looking ahead confidently as ever and looking back at this

reaching their warranty limits only to find profits eroded

year with awe of how many progressed and moved on, there

away through suppliers’ capturing material hunger or plain

is still plenty to be excited about.

gouging at the expense of their clients?
With a strong warning a year ago we challenged our
I had even been asked by the Regional Australia Institute

Members to lift their game on their social media and digital

to present in front of hundreds of registered viewers in a

presence with many Australians having to work from home

national Zoom to explain why there was a housing crisis now

and unable to visit display homes or retail centres and many

in regional Australia – when only back in 2019 we struggled

of you absolutely raised the bar.

to give away a home there – and what could we do to fix it?
On the flip side, however, with the Federal Government’s
Of course, an extension of HomeBuilder Grant was the

HomeBuild Grant came a massive boom with high-end

obvious answer that could synthetically take some pressure

renovations and subsequent new home purchases that saw

off the industry but we had to acknowledge that whilst the

us busier than ever and all of a sudden it was excusable for

generous Federal Government tax-funded giveaway had

Members to forego time on their socials in lieu of managing

budgeted for 25-28,000 homes, over 131,000 families took

work sites that were all of a sudden inundated. The boom

up the offer!

presented many challenges on and off the building sites and

This combined with a building boom, unprecedented

after a period of posturing, my ongoing message to Builders

regional and interstate migration – mainly out of Victoria –

“when you’re quiet prepare for when you’re busy and when

and pandemic affected supply delivery made for hectic times

you’re busy prepare for when you’re quiet” never rang truer.

not just Australia wide, but internationally.

Now more than ever with so much effort put in to marketing,
many of us were now all but concerned with on-site and

Senior Management at IBN had lobbied Government

administration issues over chasing the market.

Agencies and the Shadow Minister for the Construction
Industry in Queensland coined the term “The boom without

But the Independent Builders Network Head Office

profit!”

remains forging ahead. When times were quiet for our
Regional Members we developed the Push for the Bush

Whilst not being able to do anything whilst in opposition

and even though physically it still did not get to launch at

though, it was important that we voiced our concerns to

the Melbourne Home Shows, the Bernard Salt-deemed

State Governments at any level and our voices have indeed

VESPA (Virus Escapee’s Seeking Provincial Australia) saw an

been heard and through our strong relationships with the

influx of enquiry for our country Builders and IBN stood at

HIA and the MBA, they too have added their strength to

the forefront of representing a strong brand of quality and

lobby Governments to assist the Building Industry more so.

affordable local builders that met savvy customers’ needs.
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Knowing the Pandemic of 2020 was indeed pushing capital

due to relevant lockdowns but it was refreshing to see Mick

city dwellers to the bush, so to was the political way Victoria

& Matilda Fisher open a very successful Gold-level Adaptable

was handled subsequently which saw that state losing

Living design on what you would consider a metro block.

numbers not seen since the recession of 1990 and we

His opening earlier this year was well attended by VIP

worked closely with our Queensland Members to launch

representatives from different industries and his sales have

an all-inclusive house & land program aimed at not only

been consistent which is really the endgame result that we

Melbourne residents, but other capital cities’ residents that

are searching for.

were also looking for a warmer tree-change as well.
Another exciting new display is currently being built in
With some great work by our SEQ BDM, Chris O’Sullivan and

Beaudesert by Brett & Kirsty Ward which will open in the

supported by our prolific local Builder Members, we got in to

new year and this also promises to provide a great point of

strong relationships with Developers who had land available

difference with the lucrative South East Queensland market

in the not-so famous locations but gave us both a chance to

and will compliment the local Adaptable Living designs in the

move more product and with a good margin.

region including Kev Morris’ “Sarah” in Toowoomba which
continues to serve him well.

Whilst traditionally many Builders are concerned with the
price-point marketing exploits of the volume builders, our

Whilst the need to display will always be prevalent, having

clear and specific promise of an all-inclusive package with full

our own Matterport ® camera has provided IBN Members

landscaping, turnkey specification and in some cases fully

with a smarter way of displaying our designs and this

complemented swimming pool courtesy of a new strategic

continues to be a great service for IBN when our Builders

relationship with Plungie Pools ®, it was all systems go.

can handover a standard IBN design.

Partnering with a unique inclusive house and land program

The current housing boom has moved Builders and

is our new exciting partnership with Canibuild © which

Developers to look in to more speculative construction and

will give us a fantastic siting, costing and marketing tool

never before have we seen such an impetus in the market

to compliment the IBN range of designs. Whilst it’s early

place so that is the real opportunity that faces those who can

days as we write this newsletter, this program promises

find the magical spare land and materials.

to be a boon for IBN Members looking to promote and
professionally represent their brand with what it offers.

2022 promises to keep delivering more opportunities and
now it’s very much the time to prepare for when we may be

On the display front we have had a particularly quiet year

quiet again in the next two years or so.

Make an understated impression.
Available in five neutral colours, from subtle, lighter
tones through to bolder, darker hues, COLORBOND
steel Matt diffuses light to create a soft and textured
appearance. Tested in some of Australia’s harshest
conditions, its strength and durability are perfect
counterpoints to its designer appearance.
Visit COLORBOND.COM/MATT or call 1800 702 764

COLORBOND and the BlueScope brand mark are registered trade marks of BlueScope Steel Limited.
2019 BlueScope Steel Limited ABN 16 000 011 058. All rights reserved.
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ADAPTABLE LIVING: HOME UPDATES
Our newest Adaptable Living Homes designs as we continue to work on modifying
our designs to meet the Livable Housing Australia Guidelines for silver & gold.

The Cardinia Adaptable

The Campaspe Adaptable

The Anglesea Adaptable

The Beaufort Adaptable

11 Independent Builders Network
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ADAPTABLE LIVING:
RANGE BOOK
We recently released our latest design range book
for Adaptable Living Homes which features all the
designs we have created that meet the Livable
Housing Guidelines for silver & gold.
As we have developed more designs we
established the need to create a simple and easy
way to select designs breaking them down to
silver & gold plus showcase the different features
available for all homes.
This is only the beginning for a marketing
brochure we will look to improve upon and add to
as we continue to design further designs that will
enhance our Adaptable Living Homes offering.
Our Adaptable Living Homes information
booklet has fast become a crucial part of this
offering breaking down the differences between
The Georgetown Adaptable

requirement and better explaining exactly what
Adaptable Living is.
We have updated this book to make sure it has
the latest information and market relevant images
that best showcase our homes.
You can download the latest version online in our
new Adaptable Living Homes webpage which has
also been updated with the latest information and
much more.

The Grange Adaptable
Your Home, Your Builder
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SAVE COST

SAVE COMPLE XIT Y

Less trades on site (no need for a renderer)

SAVE COMPLE XIT Y

Less trades on site (no need for a renderer)

SAVE FROM CR ACKS

Set joints, which are prone to cracks,
S
AVE FROM CR ACKS
have been replaced with shiplap joints
Set joints, which are prone to cracks,
have been replaced with shiplap joints

looking great for years to come.

© 2021 James Hardie Australia Pty Ltd ABN 12 084 558. ™ and ® denote trademark or registered mark owned by
James Hardie Technology Limited. 1. Start painting the same day, as the board comes factory pre-sealed and
pre-textured. 2. Comparison based on builder case studies, and modelled installation costs for a fully built and
© 2021 James Hardie Australia Pty Ltd ABN 12 084 558. ™ and ® denote trademark or registered mark owned by
painted wall (9.0 m long x 2.4 m high + 1 x door + 1 window) using data sourced from Estimates Australia (2020).
James Hardie Technology Limited. 1. Start painting the same day, as the board comes factory pre-sealed and
pre-textured. 2. Comparison based on builder case studies, and modelled installation costs for a fully built and
painted wall (9.0 m long x 2.4 m high + 1 x door + 1 window) using data sourced from Estimates Australia (2020).
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DISPLAY HOME:
UPDATES
Earlier in the year we had the big display opening
for our newest display home in Bundamba which
was an Adaptable Living version of the Burleigh
design. Great feedback from all & looking forward
to the success coming out of this display. Congrats

THE BURLEIGH ADAPTABLE
The Village Estate - Bundamba

to all involved.
5 Drysdale Crescent, Bundamba

We are currently working on new displays in
Victoria & Queensland we will keep you posted as
things progress.

Mon to Thur: 9am - 2:30pm | Sat: 10am - 4pm
Mick Fisher – 0432 253 330
mick@fruitionhomes.com.au

THE SARAH
The Avenues - Toowoomba
97 Cronin Road, Highfields
Mon to Sat: 9am - 4pm | Sun: 10am - 4pm
Kev Morris – 0417 641 383
kev@kevmorrisbuilder.com.au

FAIRWAY
Townsville
Lot 1033 Holyoak Avenue, The Village
Mon to Fri: 9am - 3pm | Sat to Sun: 10am - 4pm
Rob Rule – 0411 436 067
admin@reefcoastconstructions.com.au
Your Home, Your Builder
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Independent Builders Network
is a professional network of local
builders, working together to offer

A
network
of local
builders
you can
trust

home builders a higher quality, more
personal and better value for money
service, than the large, impersonal
volume project builders

/IndependentBuilders
@independent.builders
/IBNbuilders
/IBNbuilders

IBN 2022 ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Conference time in Bendigo!! Book in for the Annual Independent Builders Network 2022
Conference at the All Seasons Hotel.
Date: 16th - 18th February 2022
Place: All Seasons Resort Hotel 171-183 McIvor Hwy, Bendigo 3550
Please register names, shirt sizes and activity choices with Sal Filiz - sal@independentbuilders.com.au
Activities to choose from include the Golden Dragon Museum, the Central Deborah Gold Mine,
the Bendigo Art Gallery and the annual IBN Golf Day. Further details will be provided closer to
the conference date.

Your Builder

A

12/67 Garden Drive
Tullamarine, VIC 3043

P

1300 IBN NET (1300 426 638)

E

enquiries@independentbuilders.com.au

W

independentbuilders.com.au

The Independent Builders Network reserves the right to alter, modify or remove any offering within this document without notice. Some offerings, products, colours are not available in all
areas and needs to be agreed with by our builder member. Photos may depict fixtures, finishes, products, colours and features not included in standard homes. Our registered IBN members
retain the right to decline offers within this document. For further information contact the Independent Builders Network head office.

